
Manufacturing is an inherently

distributed process that

requires effective management

of physically constrained

resources. The AARIA project

explores how agent

technology can combine this

inherent distribution with the

Internet’s global communi-

cations infrastructure to make

virtual manufacturing more

cost-effective than existing,

centrally managed operations.
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Major market trends are driving the manufacturing complex
from mass production, where the manufacturer tells the cus-
tomer what to buy, to mass customization, where the customer

tells the manufacturing complex what to make.1 The Internet supports
this transformation with global communication between customers and
manufacturers. However, the physical realities of manufacturing impose
requirements for more than just communication. In some sense, manu-
facturing enterprises must actually exist over the Internet as an efficiently
managed distributed enterprise. Software agents offer a means to achieve
this link and thus a reliable global infrastructure for mass customization.

The AARIA project (see the sidebar) provides a demonstration of how
the manufacturing complex can move toward mass customization by using
the Internet as a natural platform for managing distributed operations and
by using autonomous agents as the tools for efficiently reconfiguring avail-
able productive resources. In this article, we begin by looking at the unique
requirements manufacturing imposes on the infrastructure for virtual enter-
prises and describing the AARIA project components for meeting them. We
then describe our scheduling technologies for efficient distributed resource
management.

VIRTUAL MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISES
Most research related to electronic commerce is concerned with the
nontrivial task of connecting corporations to each other. For example,
the issues of discovering trading partners, negotiating terms and con-
ditions, establishing secure communications, and agreeing on com-
mon product and process representations are widely addressed by the
research community.

In nonmanufacturing virtual environments like digital libraries and
financial services, the distinction between establishing formal relation-
ships and operating the virtual enterprise is sometimes blurred, since both
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classes of transactions are fundamentally manipu-
lations of information and do not concern them-
selves with matter. 

Forming a virtual manufacturing enterprise is
also an information processing exercise that differs
little from forming (or running) any nonmanufac-
turing virtual enterprise. The operation of a virtu-
al manufacturing enterprise, however, requires the
manipulation of matter as well as information, and
thus raises issues that do not appear in many other
domains.2

There are two fundamental differences:

■ Speed. The movement of information between
members of a virtual enterprise is limited only
by network technology. In most cases it already
exceeds human timescales, and is increasing
rapidly. Matter moves slowly enough to gener-
ate delays that inconvenience humans, and the
technologies that limit its velocity are not
improving nearly as quickly. Thus operation of
an Internet-based manufacturing system must
manage temporal delays that are long compared
with the associated information movement,
and whose length is often of more concern to
human users of the system.

■ Conservation. Information can be duplicated as
often and as accurately as desired, at an ever-
decreasing cost. Matter can be neither created
nor destroyed, and the processes and equip-
ment that can change its form are complex,
expensive to build and operate, slow, and prone
to malfunction.

Error correction is a good example of these funda-
mental differences. If a message is garbled during
transmission, the defect is routinely discovered and
corrected by retransmission. Usually neither the
sender nor the recipient is aware of the slight delay
or increased cost involved. However, if a physical
part is damaged in production or shipping, the delay
and cost of repair or replacement impose consider-
able burdens on both the supplier and customer.

AARIA SUPPORT FOR 
VIRTUAL MANUFACTURING
AARIA supports the hybrid “info-mechanical”
domain of a virtual manufacturing operation
through three components:

■ an agent architecture that decomposes the sys-
tem to address both information modularity
and the physical realities of manufacturing;

■ a simulator that allows agents to reason about
the consequences of their actions in the physi-
cal world before actually executing them; and

■ an infrastructure to support the implementa-
tion of these agents. 

This section describes each component in more
detail.

Agent Architecture
Traditional software engineering emphasizes func-
tional decomposition as a guide to developing a
new system architecture. Because people usually
construct information artifacts to correspond to
specific functions, the functional approach is often
successful in purely informational applications.

In an info-mechanical system, however, func-
tional decomposition can lead to agents that are a
poor fit to the physical entities in the system. Our
work shows that much more robust and reusable
agents result from building agents around things
rather than functions, wherever possible.3 This
stance does not exclude functional agents, but
requires them to be subordinate to and consistent
with the physical entities in a system. 

Domain partitioning. Our design methodology uses
a linguistic method based on case grammar to par-
tition the problem domain.4 Beginning with a nar-
rative description of the domain, we focus on the
linguistic case slots that relate the nouns to the
verbs. Each type of case slot is a candidate for an
agent class or species, and each noun is a candidate
for an instance of that species. We sketch out the
interactions among these agents by role-playing
exercises. 

Subsequent implementation and refinement of
the agents takes place in a simulation environment
that continually tests them against the constraints
of the physical world.

THE AARIA PROJECT

The Autonomous Agents at Rock Island Arsenal (AARIA) project has
been funded by the US DARPA Agile Manufacturing and SBIR pro-
grams to demonstrate a factory scheduler based on autonomous
agents that actively represent each step of manufacturing a part. The
demo system runs across a network of Pentium-based computers.

The University of Cincinnati maintains a home page for the pro-
ject at http://www.aaria.uc.edu.
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Agent negotiations. Figure 1 is the skeleton of a col-
laboration diagram showing the major agent species
in AARIA and their interactions: 

■ resource broker agents manage the capacity-con-
strained resources of the system, such as people,
machines, and facilities; 

■ part broker agents manage material handling
and inventory; and 

■ unit-process broker agents use their knowledge of
how to combine resources and parts to make
other parts. 

These three agent types negotiate among them-
selves and with the customer along the axes of pos-
sible production (for example, price, quality, deliv-
ery time, product features, and speed of answers).
The AARIA architecture is designed to support a
dialog that iteratively reduces these axes until the
manufacturing complex and customer come to
agreement.5

In our current prototype, this dialog is only
along the axes of price and delivery. We use a sim-
ple protocol whereby a customer requests a specif-
ic product, the manufacturing system responds
with a bid of cost versus delivery time (as shown in
the example output in Figure 2), and the customer
chooses an acceptable delivery time and cost. The
priority of delivery time in this dialog is a direct
consequence of the info-mechanical nature of man-
ufacturing. In purely information systems, delivery

is virtually immediate. In info-mechanical systems,
delivery can take days, weeks, months, or years; and
expedited delivery can significantly increase cost.

Each agent in the internal supply chain that
emerges makes and maintains a commitment to per-
form its part of the job. Agents modify their plans to
meet their commitments in light of any problems
such as machine failures, sickness, or emergency jobs.
They also perform background computations
attempting to reduce the costs of their commitments
by moving jobs around or swapping resources.

System self-configuration. Later stages of produc-
tion become customers to earlier stages. This struc-
ture provides a self-configuring manufacturing sys-
tem where any capability can become another
capability’s customer or supplier. The final con-
sumer is viewed as just another customer in this
supply chain. Customers and suppliers can be from
different companies, so long as they have an estab-
lished business relationship. 

When the customer requests a product from the
manufacturing system, requests for bids propagate
down the supply chain from part broker to unit-
process broker to resources and other part brokers.
Resource brokers and part brokers that sell raw
material stocks issue bids (which are functions of
cost versus time). These bids then propagate up the
supply chain, getting folded together with produc-
tion costs at each stage, until a final bid is present-
ed to the customer. 

Management interfaces and transactional systems
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Figure 1. Collaboration diagram for the AARIA agent architecture. 
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When the customer chooses a cost and delivery
time, purchase orders then propagate back down
the supply chain, establishing commitments that
are then maintained by each individual agent.

Persistent and transient agents. The agent architec-
ture accounts for the slowness of material movement
and change by using two different kinds of agents: 

■ persistent agents are resource, part, and unit-
process brokers that do not leave or enter the
system without human involvement; they
change little over the time required for manu-
facturing a single part. 

■ transient agents represent entities whose rate of
change is comparable to part processing times,
for example, a specific material that is produced
by the system and sold by a part broker; they
go through a life cycle with the successive states
of birth, inquiry, commitment, availability,
activity, death, and archive.

Transient agents are created by relationships
between persistent agents, and their life cycle reflects
the development of those relationships. Early in the
life cycle, they prepare for a piece of material or an
active manufacturing process that does not yet exist.
In later stages they represent the physical part while
it is resident in the system. In the final stage they
maintain an archival trace of the part. 

By explicitly agenting these relationships
between persistent agents, AARIA enables inde-
pendent, autonomous action on the part of all the
commitments in the supply chain all the way to the
final consumer. This pervasive application of the
agent model improves the reliability of these com-
mitments by explicitly managing each one.

The result is an architecture that is distributed: The
agents tie together resources and parts and process
knowledge in a single location, in multiple locations,
or in multiple corporations. The architecture is agile:
the agents configure themselves to each new order
placed on the system. Finally, it supports mass cus-
tomization: Any capability needed for a custom prod-
uct can be dynamically added into the supply chain.

Simulation Support
Virtual enterprises must perform at least as well as
their physical counterparts or there is little point in
forming them. Our architecture supports fine-tuned
performance through advanced simulation tools. 

Again, the state of the art in manufacturing is
based on functional decomposition, so factory

scheduling, manufacturing execution control, and
simulation are traditionally viewed as disparate
information systems. As a result, scheduling sys-
tems often work off-line, without considering the
dynamics of the factory floor. Existing simulation
software packages have limited scripting and exter-
nal integration capabilities, which make it difficult
to implement complex control mechanisms. They
often approximate the behavior of sophisticated
factory control algorithms via simple dispatch rules
and scripts, resulting in limited accuracy. 

In contrast, AARIA uses a vertical decomposition
based on physical and logical system entities, remi-
niscent of a subsumption architecture.6 Scheduling,
execution control, and simulation are integral parts
of the system. An agent that represents a physical enti-
ty in the factory can communicate with that physical
entity (directly or indirectly) or with another agent
that emulates the physical entity’s behavior and inter-
actions. In the latter case, the system is being run in
simulation mode, without any changes int the behav-
ior of the agents representing physical entities. Thus,
we have a much more realistic simulation of expected
overall  system behavior.

This approach has several advantages over con-
ventional simulation. The AARIA simulator is inher-

Figure 2. Example AARIA quote for a customized product along the
possible axes of production for price and delivery. The stair-step
nature of the quote shows the price varying according to when the
customer wants the product delivered.
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The current version of AARIA demonstrates the interactive
insertion of new jobs into a distributed schedule. When a job
arrives, the customer causes bid requests, bids, purchase
orders, and commitments to propagate through the network.
Through this process, the system finds the minimum-cost
schedule for each new job, assuming already-scheduled jobs
cannot be moved. (Such movement is saved for later back-
ground optimization.)

General Optimization
Given that

nj = number of tasks in job j
pk = processing time for task k (k ∈ 1 … nj),
m = number of machines available to perform all

tasks, and
r = the cost to hold inventory (in $/$/time)

the general optimization problem can be stated as finding,
for job j and every possible time dj that job j can be delivered,

mk = machine selected for task k (mk ∈ 1 … m,
k ∈ 1… nj) and

xk = start time for task k (xk ∈ R, k ∈ 1 … nj)

which minimizes

(1)

such that

where $mk
is the cost to use machine mk from xk to xk + pk.

Computational Complexity
This problem of scheduling a new job has both a routing
decision—which of m machines will perform each of n
tasks—and a sequencing decision at each machine—how
long the new job’s task will take fitting between any previ-
ously scheduled jobs’ tasks. In the routing decision, there
are mn possible choices. In the sequencing decision, the
number of possible start times is of order |R| or infinite
(since the number of elements in the real numbers |R| is
infinite). Yet the algorithms for finding the optimal machine
sequence and start time for each task can be shown to be of
order mn at each agent in the practical case where data
structures remain bounded in length.12

Intuitively, though the number of possible routings grows
exponentially with the number of tasks in the job, the num-
ber of bids sent to each machine’s agent remains bounded

by m, as shown in Figure A. The bids are piecewise con-
tinuous functions of cost and time. The size of a bid is
bounded by the number of jobs already scheduled in the
system. This places an upper bound on the amount of com-
putation required to process a bid.

Solving Equation 1 does not solve the NP-complete job-
shop scheduling problem, which is left for background
optimization. As customers interact with the system, the
scheduling system assumes that all previous jobs have been
optimally scheduled and cannot be moved (Equation 1),
then finds the least-cost schedule for each new job. As a
part of this process a due date dj is determined through
interaction with the customer. Then, as CPU cycles become
available in the background, the issue of solving the NP-
complete optimal scheduling of all jobs currently in the sys-
tem is revisited.

Practical Significance
Because the algorithms are of order mn, the number of com-
putations required to process a customer's new job will be
bounded if the number of tasks in a job is bounded (a rea-
sonable assumption) and the set of m machines is restricted
to only those machines that have a chance of “winning” the
task, as determined by an intelligent use of subject-based
addressing (see main article section, “Agent Infrastructure”). 

In other words, these algorithms scale linearly as the sys-
tem grows; and using subject-based addressing, they can
be scaled sublinearly. 
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ently integrated to the actual scheduling and execu-
tion control system, rather than to a simplified con-
trol model. The simulator runs concurrently with the
scheduling and execution control system. Because the
execution control system models the duration of each
process in proportion to actual time, this concurren-
cy generates an accurate model of the effects of time
and thus supports time-sensitive decision making.

Agent Infrastructure
Implementing multiagent software systems requires
infrastructure services that are not readily available
in standard computer platforms. Without services
such as dynamic agent creation and interagent
communication, multiagent software is prohibi-
tively expensive to implement, in terms of both cost
and time to develop. 

There are several agent infrastructures available
today, with varying maturity, capabilities, and target
application areas. The AARIA project was imple-
mented on the Cybele agent infrastructure. Cybele is
particularly suitable for large-scale multiagent systems.
It includes services for creating, migrating, and termi-
nating agents at runtime. It supports multithreaded,
shared-threaded, and nonthreaded agents, and both
proactive and reactive behavior. It provides an activity
model that allows an agent to concurrently handle
multiple conversations in a simple, flexible way. 

Cybele also includes load-balancing mechanisms
that can migrate agents at runtime for improved
computational resource utilization. It uses subject-
based addressing to provide location-independent
communication among agents, with efficient,
dynamic multicasting. 

Current communication services are based on
TCP/IP and UDP. However, Cybele provides a flex-
ible communication framework that can be config-
ured at deployment time to utilize any service such
as CORBA or DCOM. The Cybele communica-
tion services have been used to support agents resi-
dent in LANs and those distributed over the Inter-
net. The AARIA implementation is object-oriented
with a Java API. It runs on virtually all operating sys-
tem platforms that support the Java virtual machine,
including Windows NT, Windows 95, and Unix.

SCHEDULING COST-EFFECTIVE
CYBERFACTORY OPERATIONS
Manufacturing is inherently distributed, yet exist-
ing manufacturing information systems are artifi-
cially centralized on large servers. Because the
AARIA architecture is distributed, it offers an

opportunity not only to be competitive with facto-
ries controlled by centralized computers, but even
to outperform them. 

The central problem is to solve the distributed
scheduling problem in an agile manufacturing envi-
ronment so that a “cyberfactory” can schedule its
resources at least as well as a traditional factory.7

The solution requires a scheduling system that is

■ modular. As each agent is added to the system,
the scheduling algorithms implemented by that
agent must join the algorithms of other agents
so the whole system produces a meaningful
schedule in a reasonable amount of time.

■ interactive. As each new customer interacts with
the system over the Internet, the scheduler must
make reliable commitments about when the
product can be delivered.

■ data-driven. As a new customized product is
requested, the scheduling system must parse the
product description, select an appropriate rout-
ing, and place the order into the schedule.

■ open. Each individual agent must be able to par-
ticipate in multiple virtual corporations at a sin-
gle time.

The AARIA project developed a set of scheduling
algorithms to meet these requirements (see the
sidebar, “Interactive Least-Cost Scheduling”).

Enhanced Forward/
Backward Scheduling
Our basic approach ensures performance compa-
rable to traditional centralized scheduling systems
by starting with standard factory scheduling tech-
nology. The most common algorithms used in
industry are variations of forward/backward sched-
uling.8 These algorithms form the backbone of all
commercial manufacturing and materials resource
planning (MRP) systems and their more recent
enterprise resource planning (ERP) derivatives.9

They are also commonly used in supply chain man-
agement products.

Such systems iteratively schedule orders forward
from the time they are released into the factory or
backward from their assigned due dates. State-of-
the-art forward/backward scheduling systems can
schedule by job, by task within the job, or by
machine. Many have net-change scheduling meth-
ods that reschedule only those parts of the sched-
ule affected by changes. Some can schedule both
people and machines to perform a single task.
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Many can schedule according to the most highly
constrained resource to achieve Goldratt’s concept
of synchronous manufacturing.10

It is relatively straightforward to modularize and
distribute forward/backward scheduling. For exam-
ple, if we schedule forward one job at a time, then
the first task in the job is first scheduled with the
agents that represent the resources needed to per-
form that task. These resource agents then pass the
completion time to the resources needed to per-
form the next task, and so on. Backward schedul-
ing in an agent architecture is equally simple.7

Once the algorithms have been distributed in the
multiagent framework, the computer power avail-
able over the network can enhance what is actually
being done in the algorithms. Specifically, AARIA
minimizes costs while scheduling over the continu-
um of forward and backward schedules. A possible
schedule is developed for every possible delivery
time, starting from the earliest possible time given
in the forward schedule, and going out to any time
in the future. After a delivery time is chosen and a
tentative schedule is accepted, the available compu-
tational resources are then used to optimize this
schedule in the background and to recover from any
faults that occur in the manufacturing system. 

The AARIA scheduling algorithms scale bilin-
early in proportion to the number of resources par-
ticipating in the scheduling decision and the num-
ber of tasks being scheduled (see the sidebar,
“Interactive Least-Cost Scheduling”).

The schedule system uses parameterized prod-
uct descriptors,11 which it parses dynamically to
select an appropriate routing for a possibly custom
product. This routing is independent of whether
the resources needed are local or distributed over
the Internet. The algorithms allow each agent to
participate in multiple virtual corporations, so long
as each such corporation uses a similar scheduling
technique. 

Performance
The enhanced forward/backward scheduling algo-
rithms can optimally allocate unscheduled
resources to each new order as it arrives to the sys-
tem. In one benchmark test using these techniques,
inventory costs were cut by 47 percent, lead times
were cut 59 percent, and schedule reducible costs
(such as overtime and inventory holding charges)
were cut by 93 percent.12

The AARIA scheduling algorithms facilitate
the Internet-based manufacturing vision described
in this article, but they could also be used in cases,

for example, where the Internet is being used to
coordinate the use of any distributed, capacity-
constraining resources.

CONCLUSION
The AARIA project has demonstrated how agents can
be placed on every productive resource, linked
through the Internet, and scheduled to run an effec-
tive virtual manufacturing enterprise that is self-con-
figuring according to each new demand placed on it. 

Given these technologies and the current pres-
sures on the manufacturing complex toward distri-
bution, agility, and mass customization, we see the
manufacturing complex moving to become a net-
work of flexibly interconnected manufacturing
capabilities. The result would be a more dynamic
and fuller utilization of existing manufacturing
resources and thus, better service and lower costs. 

The Internet offers a backbone for this vision
and a medium for customer interaction with the
factory floor. Together, the Internet and related
agent technologies can substantially reduce the
economies of scale and scope that have historical-
ly consolidated manufacturing into large mega-
corporations. 

Just as trucking changed our highways, a signif-
icant manufacturing presence may also change
aspects of the Internet: 

■ Increased use of specialized WAN technologies
that accommodate the sale of time-constrained
manufacturing capabilities may affect the devel-
opment of Internet quality-of-service protocols.

■ Use of different bands and channels for sale of
different capabilities that are geographically spe-
cific might generate things like Internet sub-
channels that cover some specified distance
from any specific production site (assuming dis-
tance, and therefore transportation costs, are
major determinants of whether a resource will
be competitive).

■ New types of routers could evolve for making
these distributed and possibly localized spot
markets efficient and responsive.

■ New standards and protocols could evolve for
describing different products and manufactur-
ing capabilities to find each other in cyberspace,
even to the point that established protocols like
TCP/IP will no longer dominate.

The AARIA project has demonstrated the feasibili-
ty of agile manufacturing enterprises through a
working software prototype. Work is continuing to



develop and benchmark the scheduling technology.
Future work is anticipated in developing market
mechanisms for efficient pricing and efficient com-
putational resource usage. The Enterprise Action
Group is currently commercializing the core tech-
nology under the brand name eFactory. ■
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